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The error of the best approximation f functions Js H” on the basis of given 
Hermitian data ( J(~)(x~), k = 1, . . n, I = 0, . . vk - 1) is expressed bythe Blaschke 
product i?(%; t) with zeros P = (xi, .  . x,) of multiplicities Y,, .. .Y,, respectively. 
Given (Ye);, we prove the uniqueness ofthe nodes X* which are optimal of type 
(vi, .. Y,,), i.e., which minimize the uniform norm of B(.f; .) in [a, b] c (- 1, 1) over 
a < xi < ... <x, S b. The extremal function B(X*; t) is characterized by an 
oscillation property. Finally, a comparison theorem is proved, showing the depen- 
dence of the error on the order of the derivatives used in the information data. 
0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
As usual H” is the Banach space of bounded analytic functions inthe 
disk D := {z: IzI < l} with norm 
Ilfllm :=su~Ilf(zN:z~D). 
Let [a, b] be a given subinterval of (- 1, 1). We shall denote here by 
II j-11 the uniform norm offin [a, b]. 
Our paper is concerned with the problem of best approximation f
functionsffrom H” on the basis of the data (r,(j), . . IN(f)), where (Ik}y 
are fixed continuous linear functionals. We first recall some facts and 
definitions. 
Denote by B(H”) the unit ball in H”, i.e., 
B(H”):={~EH”: Ilfll,<l). 
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Suppose that x is fixed in [a, 61. Any mapping S of the set 
{(r,(f), . . I ..,(f)):f~ H”} into the complex plane C defines a method of 
approximation 
with error 
Rs(l,, . . l,)(x) := sup If(x) -%,1(f), . .I‘&-))@)I. (2) 
fcB(H”l 
The method S* for which 
&(I,, . . IN)(x) = R(I,, .. I,)(x) :=inf Rs(ll, . .  I,)(x) 
S 
is said to be a best method of recovery ofS(x) on the basis of the infor- 
mation (I,, -., IN(f)). 
It follows from awell-known ge eral result due to Smolyak [9] (see also 
[l] or [6, lo] for extensions) that
R(1,,...,f,)(x)=sup{If(x)~:f~B(H”),I,(f)= ... = &- O}. (3) 
Moreover, the minimal error R(f,, . .  /,)(x) isachieved by a linear method 
of the form 
f(x)  2 CkG(X) Ik(f1. 
k=l 
(4) 
Letting x to run over [a, b], we obtain a linear pproximation scheme with 
a nice xtremal property. Thequantity 
RU,, . . 1,) := IIR(f,, . . INN. )I1 (5) 
is the rror of (4) in H”. 
It is a natural question toask for those functionals that minimize 
R(1 I, . . /,). It turns out that he function evaluations f(x:), . ..f(xX) at
some special points a < XT < ... -C xz < b form a system of extremal 
functionals. We prove this in Section 3.
Next we concentrate on the case when the information (I,, . .I,) is 
Hermitian data {f(‘)(xk),  = 1, . . n, l=O, . . vk- 1 }, where ad 
x1< ... <x,<band(v,)~arelixednaturalnumbers,v,+ ... +v,=N.The 
Blaschke products 
qx; z) := fi z 
( > 
VI 
i=ll-Zxi 
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appear prominently in the study of this important case. It follows easily 
(see [7]) from the maximum of the modulus theorem that for each zE D, 
IB(X; z)l =sup{~f(z)~:f~B(H”),f’“‘(x,)=O, k= 1, .. n, i=O, . . vk- 1). 
Thus, in view of the definitions (3) and (5), the best choice ofthe points of
evaluation s that one which minimizes the uniform norm of the Blaschke 
product B(.?; .)in [a, 61, over the set ad x, < . . . < x, < b. 
DEFINITION. The nodes ,U* =(x* , ,. . x,*) are said to be optimal oftype 
(v ,, . . v,,) inH” if a,< XT < . . < .x,* < band 
IJB(,?*; .)/I=inf{IIB(%; .)II:a<x,  ... <x,,<b}. 
We prove in Theorem 2below the uniqueness of the optimal nodes. As
an auxiliary result weshow the existence anduniqueness of the Blaschke 
product B(i; Z) that has preassigned local extremums. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
We start with asimple mma. 
LEMMA 1. Let (xk); be arbitrary points uch that - 1 <x, < ... <
x, < 1. Then the functions 
1 
~i(f):=(l-ttxi)(t-xi)’ i= 1, . . n, 
form a Tchebycheff system on A := (- 1, 1)/(x,, . . x,}. 
Proof Assume the contrary. Then there exist distinct points (rj)? inA 
and a non-zero linear combination cp of { qjj; such that cp(s,) = 0 for 
j= 1, .  . n. Since 
cPk(llTj) = r,ZVk(Tj)3 
we conclude that 
cp( l/r,) = +p(Tj) = 0 if Tj # 0. (6) 
On the other hand, q(t) = P(t)/Q(t), where P and Q are algebraic 
polynomials, Q(t)#0 in A, and P is of degree 2n- 2. At least n - 1 points 
from the set (Eli); aredistinct from zero. Then, it follows from (6) that P
has at least 2n- 1 zeros and consequently P(t) E0, which leads to a 
contradiction w ththe assumption that q(t) is non-zero. The proof is 
completed. 
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It is seen by the same argument that (cpl} is actually an Extended 
Tchebycheff system on A. 
Note that 
B’(zc; t) = qx; t) i Vk( 1-Xi) (Pk(t) for SEA. 
k=l 
Then, it follows from Lemma 1 that B’(.?; t) has exactly one (simple) z ro r, 
in (x,, .Y, + , ), i= I, . . n - 1, and these are all zeros of B’(.lc; t) inA. Thus, 
introducing the notations 
(Tk := i’k +, + “. + \I,,, k=O, . . n- 1, 0 .- n 0, 
we have 
sign B(x; tk) =( - 1 )““, k = 0, . . n, 
where tO=u, t,= b. 
(7) 
Next we prove a theorem about he existence of a Blaschke product 
having a preassigned shape. 
THEOREM 1. Let - 1 <a < b < 1. Given (vk); and the numbers (hk);f, 
satisfying the conditions hk # 0, 
sign h, = ( - I)““, k = 0, . . n, 
there exists a unique system of points (xk); and a constant c > 0 such that 
a<x, < ‘.. <x,<b and 
CB(i?; tk) =hk, k = 0, . . n, 
where (tk);-’ are the zeros of B'(.?; t),
a=t,<x,<t,< ... <x,<t,=b. 
Proof: According tothe remark after Lemma 1, the zeros (t,); ’ of 
B’(Z; t)are uniquely determined by the points X = (x,, .. x,). Moreover, 
by the implicit function theorem, tj= rj(x,, . . x,) is a differentiable 
function n - 1 < ,~r < . . . < x, < 1. We are seeking a solution c, xr, . . x, of 
the system 
fktc, x ,, . . SK,) :=CB(%; t&,, . . X,)) =hk, 
Consider the Jacobian 
k = 0, . . n. (8) 
J= NL3, -7fn) 
D(c, x 7 ..., -u,) 
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of (8). We first prove that det .I#0 at each point (c, x,, . . x,, ho, . . h,) 
satisfying (8) with , . . . h, # 0. In order to do this, note that 
= cB(-?; tk)~j( r: - 1) cP,( 1,). 
Therefore, remembering that cB(X; I,) =h,, we get 
ho/c v,(r~-l)h,cp,(t,)...l~,(t~- 
Evidently, 
detJ=c-’ f (-l)khkdetd,, 
k=O 
(9) 
where we have denoted byAk the matrix obtained from Jby deleting the
first column and (k + 1 )st row. Further, 
det A, = ( - 1)” Y, . . bin fi hj( 1- r.?) . det Qk, (10) 
where 
@k := {~j(fi))?=O,i+k,~= 1 
Since (ti >c A, it follows from Lemma 1 that det Qk # 0. One must deter- 
mine the sign of det Qi,. To do this, observe that 
det @(Z, ?) :=det{~j(r,)}~= ,,“ , 
is a continuous f nction of the parameters (x,, .. x,) and (T,, . . t,) in the 
domain 
U<T,<X,< ..‘<xk~,<Tk<xk<xk+,<Tk++1< “. x,<T,,<b, 
which we denote here by Q. Moreover, det @(2, 5) # 0 in Q and 
det @(*Y, f)= det ak (11) 
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for (rr, . . r,)=(fO, . . t&l, tk+L, .. t,). On the other hand, choosing ri- - very close to xi (j= 1, . . n), @(x, t) becomes a matrix with adominant 
main diagonal. Thus 
sign det @(X, Z) = sign fi (r, -x,) = ( - 1)” 
j= I 
for this pecial choice ofX- and S. Then by continuity,  follows from ( 11) 
that 
sign det Qk = ( - 1 )k, k = 0, . . n. (l-2) 
Using (12) in (10) we get from (9) that 
detJ=(-l)“v,...v,,c~’ fi h,(l-tf) i ldet@,I (1-t$‘. (13) 
/=O k=O 
Therefore det J# 0 if ho . . . h, # 0. Now let us return to the system (8). 
Clearly, foreach co > 0 and a < .Y: < . . < xz < b, there exist unique (I$);; 
satisfying (8).II,” isjust he jth local extremum of c”B(go; t)in A. We fix 
some arbitrary (co, X0) and consider the system (8) with aright-hand si e 
hk(S) := Sh, + (1 -S) hi, i.e., 
cB(x; tk) = hk(.s), k = 0, . . . n. (14) 
Here sis a parameter in [0, 11. The system (14) has a solution (co, ?s”) for 
s = 0. Denote by J(s) the Jacobian of(14). Since sign hi = ( - 1)“” = sign h,, 
it is clear that hk(.s) # 0for 0d s d 1. Therefore 
det J(s) # 0 for O<s<l 
at each point (c, x, , . . x,, h,(s), . .h,(s)) satisfying (14). It follows from 
(14) that c is bounded by an absolute constant. Then by the implicit 
function theorem (as in [S]), there exists a unique system of continuous 
functions (c(s), X(s)) such that c(0) =co, X(O) =Z”, and (c(s), X(s)) satisfies 
(14) for each SE [0, 11. Hence (c(l), X(1)) is a solution of our system (8). 
To establish theuniqueness of the solution we consider the mapping 
tjkii?-+9-, 
3” := {(c, X,, ..) x,):c>O,a<x,< ... <x,<b}, 
which transforms the tarting points (co, X0) into (c(l), -U( 1)). Note that: 
(a) J/ is a continuous mapof X into itself, 
Indeed, the functions c( ), X(s) satisfy thequation 
(15) 
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in [0, 11. In addition, theJacobian of(15) is actually J and therefore non- 
zero. Then by a classical result from the theory of differential equ tions, 
c(s), X(s) depend continuously on the initial conditions c(0) = co, X(O) =.U”. 
(b) e(s) consists of isolated points. 
This follows directly from the fact that det J( 1) # 0. 
Now, by property (a), tj(%) is connected. Then the second property (b) 
implies that $(!E) consists of only one point. The proof is completed. 
The polynomial analogue ofTheorem 1was proved by the first author in 
[3]. Next Barrar nd Loeb [2] extended the result toTchebycheff systems 
modifying and improving the differential equ tions approach ofFitzgerald 
and Schumaker [S]. Our proof is based on their modification. 
COROLLARY 1. The coefficient c i  (8) is a strictly increasing function f
Ihkl, k = 0, . . n. 
Proqf: Suppose that c satisfies (8). Then by the implicit function 
theorem, 
dc (-l)kdetd, 
dh,= det J ’ 
Using (lo), (12), and (13) one easily verities that 
sign -$ = ( - 1)““. 
k 
This proves the assertion, si ce sign h, = ( - 1 )“t, asspecified in Theorem 1. 
We can now proceed toour main result. 
THEOREM 2. Given [a, b] c ( - 1, 1) and multiplicities (vk);, there xists 
a unique system of points [ = (ti);. a < [, < . . . < [,, < 6, such that 
Ile([;.)lI =inf{(lB(%;.)lI: a<x, < ... <x,<b}. (16) 
Moreover, the extremal Blaschke product B([; t) is characterized by the 
property hat here xist points a = to < t, < .. ’< t,- 1 < t, = b at which 
B(‘f~tt,)=(-l)“‘IIB(~;~)lI, k = 0, .,., n.
Prooj It is not difficult to see that 
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on a+&<x<b for O<&<b-a. Then 
for sufficiently sma lE> 0 if .U = (a, I~, . . x,,) and ZE = (a + E, x2, . . x,,). 
Thus we need to prove (16) in the set of those +V for which a< x,, x,, < b. 
According toTheorem 1, there xist unique c* >O and (5~4, a< 
4, < “. <c, <b, such that the Blaschke product B([; t) satisfies the 
equations 
c*B([; tk) =(- l)OA, k 
where to = a, t, = 6, and (tk)‘,-’ are 
(-1, I)/{<,, . . t,,}. Clearly 
IIB(<; .)I1 =h* := 1 I 
= 0, . . n, 
the zeros of B’([; t) in 
c*. 
Let us assume that some B(.% t) with a<x, < ... <x, < b satisfies th  
inequality II B(,?; . )I1 G h*. Then 
lhkl d h*, k = 0, . . n, 
where the (hk); are the corresponding local extremums of B(X; t) in 
Co, bll{-x,, . . x,}. If Ih,l =h* for all k, then, according to Theorem 1, 
[= f and therefore @-ii-; t) = B([; t). Suppose that lh,J <h* for at least one 
k. Since, byCorollary 1, cis an increasing function of Ih,l, we get 
1 =c(lhJ, .. Ih,l)<c(h*, . . h*)= 1, 
a contradiction, whichshows that 
IIN& .)II < IN% .)II 
for each a6 x, < . . . <x, d b. The theorem is proved. 
A. Pinkus treats in[8, p. 2681 the simple node case of Theorem 2(i.e., 
when v,= . . . = v,, = 1). The uniqueness part of his elegant proof relies 
essentially on the fact hat he nodes are simple. Here, as in many other 
extremal problems inapproximation heory, the study of the multiple node 
case needs acertain deeper observation. Our proof of Theorem 2is based 
on the strict monotonicity of the leading coefficient c. This property was 
observed and exploited first in[3]. 
3. COMPARMN THEOREMS 
In view of the relation between the Blaschke products and the optimal 
recovery offunctions i  H” on the basis of Hermitian data, Theorem 2
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asserts the existence anduniqueness of optimal nodes of any fixed type 
O), . . v,,). 
We will show here how the error E(v,, . . v,) of the optimal recovery 
depends onthe type (v, . . ~1~) ofthe information data. To be precise, 
E(v I, . . v,) := ll&5; .)II, 
where [are the xtremal points described in Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let (Q); be arbitrary natural numbers and [a, b] c 
(-1, 1). Then 
E( v,, .  .  vk _ 1, vk, .  .  \I,,) < E(v,, .. vk _, + vk, .  .  v,,) 
for each 26k<n. 
Proof Let us note first that B(3; t) is a continuous f nction of its zeros 
x ,,...,x, in a<x,G ... <xn d b. Further, itis not difficult to see that 
bk-?rk+,i +O as lhkl -+O if other lhil held fix (hi being the local 
extremum of B(.?; t) in (xi, xi+ ,)). Since, by Theorem 1, each 
c(h) B(.?(h); t  is uniquely determined by its h= (h,, .. h,), we conclude 
from the above-mentioned facts that c(h) B(Z(h); t)tends uniformly in 
[a, b] to c,&(t) as h, -+ 0 (hi, i# k, remaining fix), where c,, and the 
Blaschke product B,are defined bya system like (8) of n equations with 
parameters v,, .. \‘k- I1v& 1 + vk, vk+ ,, . . v, and a right-hand side 
h a, . . hk - I , h, + , , . . h,. Thus we can define c(h,, . .  h,- , , 0, hk+ ,, . . h,) 
as cO, by continuity. Then, according to Corollary 1, 
c(h) >co if h,>O. (17) 
Let B(t) and B([; t) be the extremal Blaschke products (as in 
Theorem 2) for the parameters (v,, . . vk-, +\‘k+ , ,. . vn) and (v,, . . v&, , 
\lk, . . vn), respectively. Put, for convenience, 
h* := IlNt; . MI, h: :=(-1)6ih*, i = 0, . . n. 
Then, by (17), 
1 = c(h,$, . . h,*) > c(h,*, . . h:p,, 0, h:+, , . . h,*) =: c;. 
Since IIf3(<; .)[I = lc$BII, we see that 
IIWfi .)II < 11~11, 
which was to be shown. The proof is completed. 
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Using Theorem 3we can state he main assertion of Theorem 2in the 
more general form 
118(<;.)II =inf{IIB(x;.)II:a~x,~ ... G ,<b}. (18) 
Denote by E, the rror E( 1, . . 1) of the optimal recovery in the case of 
N simple nodes. Asan immediate consequence of Theorem 3, we get 
COROLLARY 2. Let N = v, + . . . + v,. Then 
E, < E(v, . . \I~). 
The equality s attained if and only if v, = . . = v, = 1. 
Thus the evaluation at the optimal points x:, . . xX of type (1, .. 1) is 
the best information in the class ofall Hermitian type N evaluations. In the
next heorem we show even more. 
THEOREM 4. Let I,, .. I, be arbitrary continuous linear functionals 
defined in H”. Then 
E, d R(l,, . .I,). 
Proof. It was shown in [4] (see also [8]) that here exists a Blaschke 
product B with N zeros in D such that 
I,(B) = 0, k = 1, . . N. 
Next, by Proposition 4.6 of [8], II B*I) < 11 BI(, where B*(t) is the extremal 
Blaschke product asin Theorem 2for n= N and v, = . .. = v, = 1. Now, an 
application of (3) gives 
R(l ,r . . 1,) 2 IIBII  IlB*II = EN, 
which completes the proof. 
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